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MY MOTHER AND FATHER
Prefatory Note
The publication date for my memoirs (titled The First 85 . . .) has been pushed
back to the early spring of 2020. As with the chapter about my Naval experience
distributed last year, I now want to send you another segment that I hope you’ll find
interesting.
The portion I’ve chosen is a tribute to my parents, Sylvan and Marcy Freund.
I was fortunate to have had excellent parents whose influence and support were
keystones of whatever I’ve been able to accomplish in life.
For 45 years of marriage, they were an inseparable couple. Then my father
passed away at age 67, leaving me with some lingering regrets about my sins of
omission in our relationship. For almost 40 years thereafter – through the
celebration of her 105th birthday – my larger-than-life mother lived alone, with her
only child as a source of support. All of this, I hope, makes for an interesting tale.
Since my parents also figure in other sections of the memoir that are not
included here, I’ve included several cross-references to such material, which will
appear in the eventual complete memoir.
My thanks to my sons for their contributions to this remembrance, and to my
good friend John Doyle, for his superb editing of the text.
I hope you’ll enjoy these ruminations.
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An APPRECIATION
of
MY MOTHER, Marcy Freund
and
MY FATHER, Sylvan Freund
I was blessed with wonderful parents, to whom I wish to pay tribute.
After brief capsules on their early years, their meeting and entry into
marriage, I’ve divided up the balance into three periods:

•

From my birth in 1934 until my graduation from high school in 1952,
during which time I lived at home, where they were the central
figures in my life.

•

From when I went away to college in 1952 until my father’s passing in
1974, during which time I no longer lived in my parents’ home and
our relations were more complex, and

•

From 1974 until my mother’s passing in 2013 at age 105, during
which time she was on her own, with increasing support from me and
certain others.

Their Years Prior to 1934
Sylvan Freund was born on October 16, 1906. His parents, Emanuel and
Mollie Freund were both born in America to immigrant parents. Sylvan grew up in
and around New York City and nearby Long Island.
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I regret that I don’t have much to say about his
adolescent years. Sadly, I never asked him what went on in
his early life, and he didn’t volunteer any information that I
can recollect.
Dad must have been a smart kid because at age 15
he matriculated at the University of Pennsylvania. I’ve been
told (although not by him) that at first things didn’t go smoothly
due to his youth, and he took a year off. Ultimately, however,
college worked out well – he made many friends, several of whom
remained close in subsequent years; he engaged in fraternity hijinks that I recall him trotting out on occasion; and he graduated in
1927 with a degree in business from Wharton.

Marcella Freund (“Marcy” to me, my kids and her numerous friends) was
born in 1907 in New York City. In a 105th birthday tribute to her that aired on Fox
Five’s Good Morning TV show, anchor Dave Price, in saluting this “remarkable
woman,” termed her “a living piece of New York City history” and enumerated some
of the events happening here in 1907: for example, regular taxicab service began,
the first Ziegfeld Follies was presented, and the Plaza Hotel opened to the public.
Her father and mother, Julius and Esther Coleman,
had come to America from Europe, and made good lives for
themselves here. Mom loved them very much and remained
a devoted daughter through the years. In addition, Marcy
had two brothers, Harry and Milton, and a sister, Deborah.
Mom’s memories of a happy Manhattan childhood
remained vivid in her later years. For instance, she could
still recall that when the Armistice ending World War I was announced in November
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1918, she and her brother Milton took pots and pans
from the kitchen out on the fire escape, beating them
loudly to celebrate the victory. She spoke of scenes
taking place in the living room of their neighbor, the
George Gershwin family; and she remembered her
childhood performance in a monkey costume behind
the young Milton Berle, while he sang “Aba Daba
Honeymoon” in a local revue.
I’ve long been fascinated by what I call “sheer happenstance” – how the
voluntary decisions we make and the chance occurrences that happen as we travel
through life propel us in directions which lead to relationships and outcomes that
only happened because of those choices and random occurrences. Yet they can make
all the difference in shaping our future years.
When Mom was 101, I showed her a draft of a piece I’d written on the
subject, using various examples from my life. After reading it, Mom said, “I like this,
but you left out an important chance meeting.”
“Which one?” I asked.
“How I met your father.”
I certainly couldn’t argue with her – that was indeed a fateful day for yours
truly, well deserving of a spot in my personal pantheon. So I asked Mom to revisit
the scene, which she promptly proceeded to do, minute by minute – her memory of
that day being as lucid as if it had just happened, rather than having occurred almost
85 years previously.
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It was Easter Sunday 1925, and Mom (then
Marcella Coleman) was spending the day with her
girlfriend, Connie Freund. (The last name was
strictly a coincidence – no relationship.) The girls
were in Connie’s home, an apartment on 77th
street off Central Park West, expecting a date with
two promising fellows. As it happened, though, the
guys called to say they had to return to Yale; so
Connie and Mom were relegated to passing a dull
afternoon looking at movie magazines.
The phone rang. The caller was a friend of Connie’s named Murray. “What are
you doing today?” he asked her.
“Nothing,” she replied, “but I’ll be taking the train back to college in Boston
later this afternoon.”
Murray wasn’t easily dissuaded. “Why don’t I just come over for a little while
and play the piano for you. And by the way, I have a guy with me . . . .”
The guy was my father, Sylvan Freund, who at the time was a Penn
undergraduate. Murray did not attend Penn, but he had entertained on the piano at
Dad’s fraternity, which was where they met. Murray, a New Yorker, had urged Dad
(whose home was then in Far Rockaway) to come into the city, where Murray
promised to introduce him to some girls. Presumably, Connie was Murray’s first
choice for fixing up Sylvan. (I wonder whether it was because of their identical last
names.)
Connie mentioned that she was with a girl friend. Murray noted that his
friend was driving his father’s Packard, so they could take her to the station later.
That did it – Connie asked them to come over for a few hours.
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The boys arrived, and that was it. Dad only
had eyes for Mom. She, in turn, was attracted to him
– although, she admitted to me, it may have been
partially attributable to his Packard.
They took Connie to the station, dropped
Murray off at the subway, and were finally alone in
the car. Dad said, “Why don’t we go to Tip Toe Inn
and get something to eat?” Mom agreed. On the way,
though, Dad took a detour to visit Grant’s Tomb on
Riverside Drive. And that’s when he uttered the
magic words: “Can you hold New Year’s Eve for me?”
Mom replied, “Are you crazy – it’s nine months away. I might not even know
you then.”
Dad’s response: “You’ll not only know me – you’ll probably marry me.”
And all this took place before they even got to Tip Toe Inn! When Dad
returned to Penn that night, he wrote Mom a letter from the train, stating, “I meant
every word I said.” And he did.
That’s how I ultimately made it into this life. But I can’t help wondering . . . .
What if the Yale guys had shown up? What if Mom decided she wanted to spend
Easter on Fifth Avenue in an extravagant hat? What if Murray hadn’t met Dad at the
piano in the fraternity house? What if Murray hadn’t brought Dad into the city to
meet girls? What if Dad had been attracted to Connie? What if he hadn’t been driving
the Packard? What if he wasn’t so incredibly romantic on an empty stomach? The
answer to each of these queries is – you wouldn’t be reading this now!
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They were married in New York in November 17, 1929, just a month after
Black Friday on the Stock Exchange.

They spent part of their
honeymoon at the
Greenbrier Hotel in
White Sulphur Springs,
WVA, and the balance
in Atlantic City, NJ
(pictured here strolling
on the boardwalk).

Their only child was born four-plus years later.

From 1934 until 1952
Mom and Dad enjoyed a
very fine marriage. He
was devoted, faithful, and
protective towards her;
she loved him dearly and
tried to be a constant
support. They were
seldom at odds with each
other, and the only times I
can remember Dad losing
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his temper with me was when I dared to raise my voice to Mom. The two of them
created a warm and human family environment for a boy to grow up in.
Focusing on Dad first, I’ll start with memories from my earliest years.
Fortunately, I have objective evidence of his impact on me during that formative
period. From my toddler stage on, the Freunds owned a movie camera which Dad
(mostly) and Mom (occasionally) used to record family life, vacations, and special
occasions. Sylvan and Marcy were not exactly polished cinematographers, and the
camera tended to jump jerkily around the subjects and the scene. Still, enough came
through – which I spliced together years ago, then converted to videotape, and lately
to DVD – to confirm that I enjoyed a happy childhood under the auspices of very
caring parents.
I recently reviewed these images and could see the joyous relationship
between father and son.

•

There we are on the beach – a two year-old trying to race into big
ocean waves, Dad grabbing me around the tummy with his strong
right arm and hoisting me back to land, the kid immediately trying the
same thing over again, but with the same result.

•

Shots of me climbing all over Dad and hugging him – on the beach,
under the Christmas tree (next to the Lionel toy trains), and
elsewhere.

•

The two of us on swings alongside each other – cut to Dad standing
behind and tickling me (to my delight) as I swung by.

•

Dad pulling me on a sled, helping me build a snowman – and then
we’re laughing as we hurl snowballs at each other.

•

Ice-skating together at a rink, holding hands – and then the kid falls
and he lifts me back up.
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• Scenes of mock boxing and
wrestling
• Visiting zoos populated with
flamingos and alligators.
• Standing together at the Tomb
of the Unknown Soldier in
Arlington.
•

The two of us at the US Open, played on the grassy courts of Forest
Hills in those days.

•

An abundance of scenes from parents’ day at my various summer
camps.

There were many special times between us not preserved on film which I
recall vividly. I can remember many a fall Saturday – Dad and I taking the morning
train from New York City to Philadelphia, then walking over to Franklin Field to
watch his alma mater, Penn, play one of its football rivals. The next morning,
Sunday, we’d be out early on a field in Riverside Park (near our apartment at
Riverside Drive and 102nd street), where he would instruct me in the arcane
mechanics of drop-kicking a football to split the uprights for a field goal.
As in many families where the father was
immersed in his business, Mom played the leading role in
my upbringing. We spent a lot of time together – I was
definitely her project, and she threw herself into taking
scrupulous care of her only child.
Marcy was forceful and definite in what she
expected from me, and I chafed at some of the “rules”.
So we clashed at times as I grew older and more assertive.
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But I seldom prevailed in those tiffs, Mom never issued any sort of apology, and my
temporary resentments were something I learned to get over.
One of Mom’s keen interests was my education. She played a crucial role in
seeing that I gained admittance to Hunter College Elementary School and then, later
on, to Horace Mann (subjects described in more detail in other parts of the memoir).
For the initiative she showed in getting me placed in those excellent institutions, I
remain grateful to this day.
Prior to my birth, Mom converted her religion from Judaism to Christian
Science, and my father followed her lead a few years later (a subject addressed in
another part of the memoir). Mom’s faith was an every-day-of-the-week matter, and
it became a major factor in my young life, including the Sunday School class I
attended weekly. A principal tenet of Christian Science was to treat disease with
prayer, rather than through doctors or medicine. I can recall long convalescences at
home recovering from ailments that might have been cured more quickly with
traditional medicine. At any rate, Mom and I spent many full days together.
Marcy Freund was a superior hostess and I recall the
many lively evenings when my parents entertained at home.
The food and social interplay had to be superior because no
alcohol was served. The big party held on Christmas Day
(coinciding with her birthday) included lots of family, kids,
presents, food and music – memorable events seven decades
ago.
Dad loved to travel, to explore. Many of my fondest early memories are of
sitting next to him in our car, taking a new back road that he wanted to try out,
discovering an out-of-the-way point of interest. He had a special thing for
convertibles; I remember him once returning from a southern vacation driving a
new one that he and Mom had just bought while down in Dixie.
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They came to visit me each summer at camp around the time of my birthday.
There were enjoyable family trips to places like Florida, Savannah, Washington,
Boston, Montreal, etc. The one I remember best occurred during World War II when
Dad attended a business convention in Texas and took Mom and me along. Our
schedule called upon us to make an afternoon change of trains in St. Louis. Dad had
planned it so that there was just enough time for the two of us to attend a Cardinals
baseball game at Sportsman Park.
During World War II, Dad was too old to be drafted so he donned a white
helmet and served as an air raid warden on the block where we lived – making sure
all blinds were drawn tight to prevent German and Japanese pilots from seeing any
bedroom lights that would assist their bombing raids on Manhattan.
Dad told me he was one of the initial hundred people to buy a Polaroid
camera when they first came out after the war. The prints were sepia-toned, and
even after you smeared them with fixer cream, they faded in a few months – but he
saw the possibilities. His faith, however, did not extend to investing in the stock. For
the rest of his life, he told me, every time he snapped an instant picture, he felt a
genuine pang of regret.
As my teenage years arrived, we spent less time together, but Dad and I
remained close. I remember Saturday mornings when the two of us ate breakfast
while Mom slept. His favorite dish was French Toast, which he taught me how to
make – it’s still the only thing I can do by myself in a kitchen.
We took joyous trips together as a family, sometimes bringing along one of
my friends; Dad came to watch games of mine (football, basketball, baseball) at
Horace Mann; he taught me to drive; and for the most part, our relations remained
warm.
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I do have a memory, though, of playing tennis with him one day as a teenager.
I was unskilled at the game, but in those days very competitive in sports and hard on
myself for “stupid errors.” Dad must have felt sorry for me after several adolescent
outbursts, so he let me win a game by hitting several balls way out of the court –
rather obviously, I thought. As the last ball hit the fence, I knew he’d taken a dive. I
was irate, “Play the damn point over!” I insisted. That wasn’t the way I wanted to
win. (Later on, the remnants of that experience rattled around in my unconscious as
I went through my own similar fathering experience with my sons, Erik and Tom.)
Mom took great pride in my high school achievements and never stinted in
her praise. As I became more mobile in high school and stayed out late on dates with
girls, Mom would wait up to make sure I was safely in the apartment before dozing
off.
Her last official act during this first period came when, much to my
amazement, she consented to my driving around the U.S. for two months with my
buddy Paul during the summer I graduated from high school (a decision and a trip
detailed elsewhere in the memoir). This loosening of her grip on me proved to be
symbolic of the major readjustment about to occur in our lives.
***
I should say a few words about my father’s business career.
After college, Dad joined the display business that his father, Emanuel
Freund, and a partner had formed.
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(L to R)
My grandfather,
Manny Freund;
me; and my father,
Sylvan Freund –
but the third
generation at
Decorative Plant
Corp. never
happened . . . .

The company was called Decorative Plant Corp., and its retail displays
adorned department store windows and interiors. They also did many special
projects such as exhibits for both of our World’s Fairs and the artificial tree that
unfurled onstage during the New York City Ballet’s annual Nutcracker performance.
One of their huge, ornate trees made both the front page of the Daily News and the
cover of Business Week.
Decorative Plant pioneered the first outdoor display on Fifth Avenue – a pipe
organ and choral group mounted on the façade of Saks. It prompted a letter from
Cardinal Spellman, presiding at St. Patrick’s Cathedral next door, praising them for
bringing the spirit of Christmas to Fifth Avenue. Bridging two centuries, they were
responsible for the yuletide choir of angels which is still on display each year at the
Rockefeller Center promenade.
As a businessman, Dad had a strong sense of responsibility to those who
worked for him. For example, although in great discomfort the day he was finally
taken to the hospital, he insisted on going to the office in order to clear his desk and
distribute personally Christmas bonus checks to employees.
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I won’t attempt to enumerate all of Dad’s business accomplishments, but
here’s a eulogy tribute he received from the managing director of their trade
association, National Association of Display Industries (NADI):
“Sylvan Freund was one of display’s truly great figures. He was loved
for his compassion and humanity. He was admired for his creativity and for
his innovations in our trade. His name was a byword for honor and integrity.
“For over 30 years, he was a major influence in the display industry
association, serving as president of the NADI for four years, as chairman of
various committees, and later as a life-time Board member.
“He was always an energetic and resourceful participant in the wide
range of industry and association projects. He brought a statesmanlike
approach to everything he did.
“In 1965, he was given the industry’s coveted Annual Display Award
for his score of achievements over a long span of years.
“His leadership and greatness of character will always serve as an
example to all of us who follow him.”

Dad himself was inordinately modest – perhaps the most endearing of all his
traits. He simply refused to blow his own horn. There was a complete lack of
pretension about him. When I visited his place of business just before his death – at
a time when he’d been running the company for several decades – I noticed that the
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nameplate on the door of his office still bore the name of my grandfather, who had
passed away eight years earlier.
***
Dad had a great zest for life – including food, to the frequent distress of my
mother, in her mostly fruitless efforts to pare his waistline. He was fascinated with
facts – names, places, dates. Like many men of his generation, he was rarely
philosophical or introspective, but happiest when immersed in the details of daily
living.
He enjoyed sports, and my attraction to athletics was definitely stimulated by
his example. For many years he was a serious golfer despite the fact that he could
never seem to cure the slice on his drive, to his great frustration. The summer before
he passed away, he entered a senior tennis tournament on Long Island, and it took a
tie-breaker to knock him out of the running. He also took his spectator sports
seriously. During the time he was in the hospital in his last days, he followed the NFL
playoff games with intense interest, looking forward to watching the Super Bowl
(which he didn’t quite make).
The dominant impression I have of my father is of a
man of strength. That’s the way I always thought of him. In
part, this consisted of physical strength. He seemed to be
able to lift anything. He worked longer hours than anyone
else. He could drive a car hundreds of miles without a
break. He was rarely sick or fatigued until near the end. He
was robust and powerful and uncomplaining – endurance
personified. I can picture him so clearly, diving again and
again into the ocean waves, letting the spray beat against
his body.
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In greater part, Dad’s strength was that of character. He was very principled.
I never knew this man of integrity to take advantage of any person or situation, or to
contemplate an act that was mean or petty. But he was no chameleon; when his
mind was made up about something, that was it – there was no changing course. His
word was his bond and a handshake meant everything to Sylvan Freund.
Just as he was strong, he was also a gentle man. Or, as so many people told
me over the years, a gentleman – a man without enemies. He had a temper; when he
was under pressure, it would flare from time to time – but then it would quickly
subside. I’m sure that those who worked for him could cite chapter and verse. In his
personal relations, he radiated warmth and consideration of others, flowing
spontaneously from a disposition that was not offensive. I will never forget one of
the last things he said to me in the hospital at the end: ‘You know, Jim, I really ought
to get a private room. I’m probably keeping these other fellows awake.’
My father was an active member of the Christian Science church. Although he
was a religious man, he never wore his religion on his sleeve. It was an inner matter,
through which he seemed to find abundant peace and well-springs of resilience. He
read The Bible and Mary Baker Eddy’s Science and Health each morning; he attended
church every Sunday morning and Wednesday evenings, and was active in all its
affairs. I know his faith was with him at all times, especially at the end.
A colleague of mine once showed me a letter that my father had written to
him upon hearing that he’d suffered a serious accident. Although Dad never met this
individual (their prior contacts having been by phone), his letter provided my
associate with great comfort – and perhaps also served to sum up Dad’s own view of
life. Let me quote just one representative sentence:
‘These things are quite a blow when they happen –
but when they do, we are able to overcome so much,
and usually are much stronger mentally as a result . . . .”
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From 1952 to 1974
After graduating from high school in 1952, I took a cross-country trip with
Paul Margulies and then matriculated at Princeton. From then on, my parents were
no longer the centerpiece of my life. I won’t speculate as to how this affected them,
but to be honest, I didn’t feel a great sense of loss. Rather it represented a freeing up.
My parents – and especially my mother – no longer controlled my agenda, although
they did support me during the college years (except for tuition, books, and a small
monthly sum paid for by the Navy).
I don’t mean to imply that we were estranged during those college years. We
spoke at least weekly; they came down to Princeton for such occasions as a
freshman football game, an NROTC parade, and graduation; I usually came home for
the holidays and sometimes for weekends; and our mutual feelings remained warm.
They were also very welcoming of the friends I often brought with me, and would
even temporarily vacate the apartment when a party was taking place. But our
relations were certainly different than when I was living at home.
There is, however, a wonderful movie clip from the time when Mom and Dad
came to pick me up in Norfolk after my first NROTC summer cruise. I’m wearing
dress khakis on a hot day and lugging a big duffel bag on my shoulder. Dad lifts the
bag up with ease and drops it into the back seat of his convertible, then helps me off
with my jacket. . . .
I spent the three years after college on a Navy icebreaker journeying from the
Arctic to the Antarctic (an experience detailed at length in another part of the
memoir). Except for the few times I managed to score enough leave to come to New
York, I saw very little of my parents during this time; and our communications by
phone and mail were relatively infrequent.
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After a great ’59 summer travelling in Europe, I packed off to Harvard Law
School, where I spent most of the next three years. We did have occasional visits in
New York and Boston, but Dad was enmeshed in business and I in my studies, so our
personal involvement was minimized.
In the summer of 1960 (between my first and second years of law school),
I decided to give my father a hand working for his business. During those several
months, I lived in my parents’ apartment and saw a lot of them. I also recall eating
lunches at Schraft’s with my grandfather, Manny Freund, who was still an active
executive. We shared a mutual love of sports, discovered other interests in common,
and enjoyed each other’s company.
I had already made the decision not to join the family business as a thirdgeneration partner, and I must say that the summer work experience there
validated my decision. Dad’s business faced tough times financially. Almost
everything was custom-made (so it lacked economies of scale), the competition was
fierce, and the big department store customers bargained hard over pricing. The
business was usually in debt, was invariably short of cash, and had to resort to
borrowing from high-interest factors
I didn’t take to any aspect of the business, although I received grooming at
various tasks. I dimly recall a business trip I took to Canada, peddling Decorative
Plant’s goods to various department stores in the provinces of Ontario and Quebec. I
can picture my parents seeing me off on the train to Montreal, introducing me to the
intricacies of my “roomette” for the overnight trip. But I disliked being a salesman
and clearly wasn’t good at it – although it did at least serve to relieve my busy father
from having to make the trip.
***
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My father died 45 years ago. As I look back on my relations with him, I can
see they were at their warmest in my first eighteen years (until I went away to
college in 1952), and then again in the years from 1966 (when my first son was
born) until Dad’s untimely passing in 1974. What concerns me, though, is my sense
that our relationship during those fourteen in-between years was somewhat cooler.
It’s not that we were ever estranged or even had a serious dispute that I can recall.
What bothers me today is that I didn’t make the effort to connect with him in a more
meaningful way during this period. I’ve been trying of late to figure out why that
was.
Part of it, of course, had to do with our physical separation during most of
those years. From 1952 on, I was away from home for the next decade – in college,
the Navy, and law school – so there wasn’t much time for us to spend together.
When I did come to New York, I sought out lots of friends to catch up with, while he
was consumed by the overriding task of keeping the business afloat. Still, I fear that
other factors were also at play.
I have a nagging feeling that I was just too big for my britches during much of
that period. With the wonderful education I had received at Horace Mann, Princeton
and Harvard Law School, followed by the professional status I had achieved as a
lawyer, I sometimes became impatient with others whose minds did not seem to
process concepts as quickly as mine. To my everlasting regret, this may have
included my father.
Another reason that played a factor – one that I struggle to admit – was an
inchoate feeling, left over from my teenage years, that Dad had let me down. My
mother and I had engaged in a sometimes stormy relationship during this period; I
often chafed at her strictures and demands, which I considered unreasonable; and it
was not easy to reason with her on such matters. But when I’d turn and plead with
my more reasonable father for support, none was forthcoming. “Do what your
mother says,” was his uniform response. Today, I can appreciate the wisdom of his
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hands-off disposition – I suspect that he just didn’t want to go head-to-head with his
potent wife. But back then, it may well have caused resentment in my teenage
mindset at his lack of support.
For some reason, Dad found it difficult to articulate his feelings or bestow
compliments on a face-to-face basis. I never fully understood this facet of his
personality, and there were times when I admit to being disappointed at the
absence of verbal reaction from him. For instance, I can’t ever remember him
commenting on my piano playing, or even requesting a favorite song. Also, there
wasn’t a lot of hugging and such, as I’ve enjoyed with my own sons. I suppose the
emotions were all there with Dad, but (as perhaps was typical of his generation)
they stayed under the surface.
It’s clear to me now that I should have tried to be more helpful to him as he
struggled with his business. I’m not sure I would have had any good advice to offer –
business strategy has never been my strong suit – but if I had made myself available,
he might have used me as a sounding board, or at least a shoulder to lean on. The
most frightening aspect of my admission of guilt is that it’s possible I thought less of
my hard-working father because of the fiscal squeeze he found himself in.
Even during those years however, Dad influenced me in ways that I’ve come
to appreciate. For instance, when I was in the Navy, there was a girl I was close to in
Seattle – a flight attendant from a small town in rural Minnesota. My officer friends
were pressing me to become engaged to her before I left the service. I sensed it
wouldn’t work out but was reluctant to cut the tie. My mother’s negative comments
about this young lady only seemed to make me hang on to her more. Then my father
came to visit us in Seattle – I can’t recall the reason, but it probably related to his
business. He was warm and courteous toward the girl and never said a negative
thing about her to me. Yet somehow I could sense that he thought she and I wouldn’t
be right for each other living in NYC for the rest of our lives. Dad and I never talked
about it, but I definitely received a wise subliminal message from him.
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Another time Dad came through for me was when I was about to marry my
first wife, Barbro, who came from a small town in Sweden. No one from her family
could make the trip to NYC, and she had no family or close friends in the States. Dad
could tell that she was downcast about this, so he stepped up and played a superb
parental role – including walking her down the aisle in true fatherly fashion. It eased
her discomfort enormously.
It’s sad for me to realize I have no recordings of his voice. (The home movies
in pre-digital days were all silent.) Another regret is that I never sat down with him
to probe what his life had been like as a young man, nor even to discuss the issues of
the day. In sum, I realize now that I did not reach out as I should have – that I wasn’t
there for him when he needed (but seemed unable to ask for) support from me.
I learned to appreciate him again when I saw how splendidly he interacted
with my sons. But then time ran out for Dad, much too soon. The sad irony is that we
became close again just as he was approaching his final days.
***
Whatever shortcomings there were in our father-son relationship, Dad was
clearly an estimable family man. As a husband, he was a model to us all – absolutely
devoted, faithful, loving and protective towards Mom. The two of them created an
extremely warm and human environment for a boy to grow up in – and I learned
well what the concept of family was all about. He loved his home, and one of his
great joys was entertaining his relatives and friends, mixing up his latest batch of
non-alcoholic punch for the holidays. Fortunately preserved on film is a scene where
Dad and Mom danced beautifully together at the 50th anniversary party of his
parents – a memory deep in my soul.
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As a father-in-law, he helped to make my first wife, Barbro, feel so at home
here that it greatly eased her loneliness for her own family in Sweden. As a son, he
was ever respectful and deferential to his parents, in a way that you rarely see
nowadays. As a brother, he was loving and attentive, a strong shoulder to lean upon
for my aunt Ruth. As a brother-in-law, nephew, uncle and cousin he invariably
exhibited a strong sense of family ties. His niece Joni told me, “I cherish the
memories of time spent with uncle Sylvan. I was hoping he would walk me down the
aisle at my wedding, but unfortunately he passed away two months earlier.”
It was as a grandfather, however, that I observed
him most closely in his last several years. It was in this
role that he was truly superb. He had an instinctive way
with children that we marveled at – enormous patience
and a gift of communicating with them in a way they
could readily grasp. Erik and Tom responded with such
intensity that when Sylvan was around I was lucky if the
boys even noticed their father.
Erik, who was eight when Sylvan passed away, says, “I can remember
Sylvan’s voice and his charm. He was so big but very gentle too.” They played casino
and then watched television together, comedies and football games. “He helped me
learn to write,” Erik reported; “We had a game where I would have to write down
his messages and read them to Marcy.” And Erik recalls going to Sylvan’s office,
being amazed at the size of his desk, “and he put me on his lap and we wrote a list to
Santa.”
Tom, who was only five at Sylvan’s passing, also has a number of pleasant
memories but one above all. “I was being rambunctious at the dinner table and I
started to jab the fork into the wood dining table. Marcy got very mad and told me it
was a valuable antique. I was shocked and thought it was the end of the world; I felt
so bad that I ran into the living room. God bless Sylvan, who came in two minutes
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later – he had seen how upset I was. He calmed me down, held me, and said, ‘It’s
okay, don’t worry, Tom, we know you didn’t mean it, and it’s not the end of the
world’.”
I have a favorite mental picture of him, totally immersed in a game of cards
with the boys, having shaken off all the cares of life, and knowing pure joy. And I’m
touched by the last picture I took of him with the boys – up in the stands at
Columbia for the Penn game, shortly before he entered Mt. Sinai Hospital.
The hospital would not permit his grandsons in to see him, so they made an
audio tape which I played for him. I also found a window on his hospital floor where
he could view the boys waving to him from the street below.
I was just coming into my own as a lawyer at the time. My first book,
Anatomy of a Merger, was due to be published not long after he died. I wanted Dad
to know that things would be all right. The last words I spoke to him, just before he
passed away, were, “Don’t worry about Mom – I’ll take good care of her.” That’s a
pledge I feel I fulfilled.
It was very sad at the end. I wrote a warm eulogy for him but felt unable to
deliver it – my good friend and pastor, Ken Gorsuch, read it at the funeral. For Erik,
this was his first experience losing someone close to him, and he has told me it
really hurt. Erik also remembers crying with me at the funeral – “Another first,” he
said, “as I don’t think I had ever seen you cry.”
Every year after his death, I took Mom up to Kensico Cemetery in
Westchester to visit him on his birthday, and I’ve continued to make the trip since
her passing. It’s usually a beautiful autumn day, with the trees in full color and the
sun glinting off a little lake. I reminisce a bit, tell him how the boys are doing, and
usually read him his favorite psalm – 121 – which closes with these words that were
of great comfort to him during life:
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“The Lord shall preserve thee from all evil; he shall preserve thy soul.
“The Lord shall preserve thy going out and thy coming in
from this time forth and even for evermore.”
From 1974 to 2013
The third period of my relations with Mom lasted for 40 years and dominates
my memory. Until Dad died, the question was always how closely my mother would
be bound up in my life. Now, however, I found myself bound up in her life. I had to
develop an enhanced sense of responsibility toward her.
With her husband gone, the business which had dominated their lives for so
long was sold. Marcy Freund had to carve out a new life for herself and to overcome
the loneliness of having no one in the bed next to her. She had to take charge of
aspects of her life – particularly financial ones – that my father had always handled.
I’m not sure my mother even wrote a check before Dad passed away. With some
help from me and others I engaged, she persevered.
For 25 years, she participated in
continuing education courses for retired
professionals – first at The New School
downtown, to which she traveled each day
throughout the winter by bus and where she
gave witty, informative talks on such
notables as Woody Allen and George S.
Kaufman. Later at Marymount College near
her apartment, she participated in art and
theatre programs.
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Mom travelled a lot. Some of it was with our
family, such as a trip we took to Sweden not long after
Dad passed away. In a later year, she and I took an
enjoyable cruise to Canada together. Other excursions
she did on her own or with a friend, to places such as
Egypt (where she rode a camel), Russia, Alaska and
the Caribbean.
Marcy was a skillful artist. Her genre was oil
painting, both landscapes and portraits. Her work was
displayed at The New School and once in a special
exhibit at the Metropolitan Museum – and every visitor
to her home received a guided tour of her efforts. My
artist friend, Carole Eisner, who bonded with Mom on
many occasions, felt that painting was the “abiding love
of Marcy’s life” – that “she was very blessed with this
talent” and fortunate to be able to pursue her art for
many years.
There was nothing devious about Mom. The sentiments she pronounced
were honest expressions of her views; you always knew where she stood. She
valued that trait in others – a favorite compliment Mom bestowed on someone she
liked was, “That woman has no guile.”
She wasn’t mean-spirited, but in her continual desire to make things better,
the words she said could sometimes come across as hurtful to the listener. If I later
called her attention to this, she would shrug and quote her own mother’s adage,
“What’s on my lung is on my tongue.”
By the way, this truth-telling wasn’t only directed at those she didn’t care for.
Take me, for example. She was always my biggest fan, boasting about me to
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everyone within earshot. I recall her once raving on video about a photograph I’d
entered in a photo contest in Connecticut. In her later years, one of my piano albums
was playing on her machine every day when I came over.
Now fast forward to one day in her 105th year. I was attempting to make her
feel good by listing the many traits I thought we shared. I talked about how we both
like to give advice, we both have a sense of humor, we’re both optimists, and then I
said, “And we’re both good story-tellers. I’ve always admired you, Mom, for your
ability in this area. You start at the right place, you keep to the point and don’t
introduce too much extraneous material, and you know how to hit the punch line.”
To which she replied, “Well, frankly, Jim, I’ve never cared too much for your
stories.”
Then there was the time she attended one of my senior citizen singalongs,
and the group presented me with a handsome sleeveless sweater as a Christmas
present. I immediately put it on, turned to my mother, and said in a voice that all
could hear, “Hey, Mom, how do you like the way this lovely gift of a sweater looks on
me?” To which her full-throated reply was, “Pull it down.”
She didn’t pester me with calls – perhaps because almost every night I would
phone her, usually just before I went to sleep around midnight. She was always up,
watching “The Late Show” or other television fare, and we would chat (except that, if
she had been watching something interesting on the tube just then, she would ask
me to call back in ten minutes.) Even at times today, as I’m getting ready to turn in
for the night, I still reflexively think I should be making that call to her.
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I married Barbara Fox in 1985, and Mom was a real
presence in our lives thereafter. She spent many weekends at
our home in Connecticut, and we would often celebrate
Thanksgiving with the Fox and Hilton families in Wilton –
Mom cooking a ham (her specialty) to go along with the turkey.
***
Of all her activities, what gave Mom the most pleasure was interacting with
her two grandsons. They had marvelous relationships with her, and she proved to
be a wise counselor to them as they passed from adolescence to maturity.
Here’s an illustration of how Mom felt about the boys – in this case, Erik,
although it could easily have been Tom.
When Erik graduated from high school, it was a memorable family occasion. I
ran around snapping dozens of photos. To my chagrin, something went wrong with
the camera or the film or the developing process – the net result of which was that
the bulk of the film was never exposed.
When I found out, I was heartsick – a once-in-a-lifetime moment, and I’d
blown it. I behaved like an infant, ranting and raving at the manufacturer, at the
processor, at myself. What particularly concerned me, though, was what my
mother’s reaction would be – she was so proud of her grandson, she had taken an
active part in the festivities, and she was featured with him in many of the missing
snapshots. I put off telling her for as long as I could, but finally decided one day to
face the music.
After all those years, I thought I knew my mother pretty well, but her
response took me quite by surprise.
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“I know you feel awful, Jim,” she said, “but don’t feel bad on my account. I
don’t need any photographs. Every moment of that day – the way Erik looked, the
procession, the setting, how I felt – is etched in my memory; and I know that as long
as I live, it will never fade.”
A major theme for Marcy was the
continuity of close relationships. As the
boys went off to California, Colorado
and other places, she worked hard to
get the three of us together; and when
Mom was able to accomplish this, she
was at her happiest – urging us to “stay
embraced” throughout our lives. When
we weren’t together geographically, her signature phrase – one that all in the family
(including her great-granddaughters) picked up on – was, “There is no separation”.
My sons really cared for Marcy in many different respects. Erik put one
aspect of it this way, in a letter to her on her 105th birthday: “As I grew up, you were
always there for me and encouraged me to stand tall and feel good about myself.
These lessons in self-confidence have stayed with me and I use them almost every
day.” In his eulogy at her funeral, he added: “Marcy mentioned many times to me
that I was so valuable to my various employers that I should DEMAND a raise so that
I could take better care of my family!”
Tom spoke at the funeral about another facet of Marcy’s personality that
always impressed him. “She liked everything just right. It was her thing; she would
say that’s good, it’s good. My daughter Delilah says that too now, and I think they’re
connected. And that went for everything. Oftentimes my hair (or my brother’s)
wasn’t right, or our clothes or those of our girlfriends or wives didn’t measure up to
her standards, and she would simply say, ‘I’m an artist, I can’t help myself, I know
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what it should look like.’ She did this because she wanted everyone to be at their
best.”
Erik hit on another aspect. “Marcy was an optimist. She seemed to always be
able to view events and happenings in a light that felt good. I can remember telling
her stories of how things in my life weren’t right; but rather than complain, she
always seemed to be able to turn the story around, so that I could feel joy about the
positive aspects of my life and not focus so much on some of the less desirable
parts.”
And Erik added, “Marcy used to say to me from the very beginning: ‘TRY IT . .
YOU’LL LIKE IT.’ This started when I was young and refused to try new foods, but I
think the concept holds true throughout life; and as I have grown, I’ve tried to open
my mind up to new ideas, experiences and different ways of looking at the world.”
Both boys were impressed by Marcy’s spirituality. Tom put it this way. “She
was always ‘doing work’ for us – whether we were travelling, had a big test or an
upcoming concert. She always said, ‘I’ll know the truth,’ which meant that we were
in God’s hands . . . . I would go to her for help, even though she didn’t understand the
details of my problem, but she had a way of ‘putting it in God’s hands’.”
Erik said, “Marcy often spoke to me about God and taught me to believe that
there was a higher power that oversaw everyone and everything and would guide
us through our lives. She explained to me, starting at a very young age, that if I was
open to God’s signs and followed them, that there was no obstacle too great to
overcome.”
My mother remained a committed Christian Scientist all her adult life. As
contrasted with many of us for whom religion is a more occasional experience, for
Mom her faith was always an every-day-of-the-week matter. She read all the books,
did the lessons, sang the hymns, studied with prominent teachers, and went to
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church twice weekly. My mother attributed her good health and longevity in large
part to her faith.
She spoke often of her one-on-one relationship with God, telling me of their
frequent dialogues, which often occurred late at night. She believed fervently in –
and would often quote to me by heart – these words from Proverbs: “Trust in the
Lord with all thine heart; and lean not unto thine own understanding. In all thy ways
acknowledge Him, and He shall direct thy paths.”
***
In 1992, when Mom was 85, I dedicated to her my book, Advise and Invent,
and wrote a belated tribute to the woman who had meant so much to me over the
years. Here, in part, is what I said:
“It’s fitting that a book being dedicated to her
is about giving advice. In this regard, she was a hell
of a role model. My mother gave, and still gives,
yards and yards of advice – to her son, to her
grandsons, and to anyone else who happens by.
Maybe because I wasn’t paying for it, I didn’t always
appreciate the counsel – but the tradition of
counseling managed to sink very deep roots.
“It has taken me a long time to realize how much I owe to my mother, but the
moment has now come to acknowledge the debt. Three lessons I’ve learned stand
out in particular:
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•

“For Mom, there has always been a right way to do something, and that’s the
way it should be done. Often, we didn’t agree on what the right way was, but
I now understand that the specific subject matter was much less important
than the underlying principle. Marcy Freund turned thumbs down on poor
performance and has refused to settle for conduct that didn’t come up to her
standards. When I grasped that this brand of integrity was equally applicable
to one’s own performance, I was on my way.

•

“My mother is, and always has been, an incredibly
positive thinker. This sometimes rubbed me the
wrong way, as when it clashed with my own
penchant for figuring out what can possibly go
wrong; but one aspect of her brand of optimism
has stuck with me in spades – the notion that one
person alone (namely, you) can make a difference.
You need a dose of this dauntlessness to take on
the tough tasks in life, and Mom saw to it that I
was well-prepped.

•

“My mother is remarkably consistent. On a bad day, I might have substituted
the adjective “relentless” – but the lesson imparted (seasoned with a pinch of
flexibility) has stood me in good stead. We work hard to establish our
character and professional persona, and we should be vigilant in spotting
deviations that send confusing signals to those who have come to rely on us.
With Marcy Freund, the signals have never been confusing.”
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At a wonderful party she gave at her
home in 1993 when she was 86, for a
number of my friends from high school
and college to whom she felt very
attached (she liked to call them, “my
boys”), she capped off the evening with
a heartfelt speech to us that closed with
the lines, “I’m proud of you boys, and forever more, stay friends.” My good friends,
John Doyle and Bill Silver, used to make periodic pilgrimages to Marcy’s apartment
to engage in lively discussions with her.
The first year after I retired, when
Mom was 90, we put on a performance at
Marymount College based on the wonderful
Maurice Chevalier-Hermione Gingold
rendition of I Remember it Well duet from
the movie “Gigi.” It’s about the aging man
who forgets the myriad details of their
youthful affair (which she recalls
flawlessly), until he finally asks her, “Am I getting old?” – to which Mom replied, in a
tone I’ll never forget, “Oh no, not you / How strong you were / how young and gay /
a prince of love in ev’ry way” – and now, reassured, I could respond, “Ah yes, I
remember it well.”
In her 90’s, for another class at Marymount, Mom did a solo performance
(with my piano accompaniment playing on a cassette) of Stephen Sondheim’s I’m
Still Here from “Follies.” I’ll always remember the meaningful way she delivered
those final lines, which expressed so aptly her own personal feelings: “I got through
all of last year / and I’m here / Lord knows at least I was there / and I’m here / Look
who’s here! / I’m still here.”
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And she was. On the occasion of her 95th birthday,
she completed an oil painting, which we displayed (along
with many of her prior works) at the National Arts Club
exhibition upon publication of my photo book, Slices of the
Big Apple. In later years, when she didn’t feel physically
capable of painting to her high standards, she used her still
supple hands to knit – a red poncho she wore (see photo),
colorful scarves for her son and grandsons, stylish woolen
hats for her great-granddaughters – all exhibiting fine
craftsmanship.
***
When my contemporaries and I were all turning 65, I gave an after-dinner
speech to my college classmates at a dinner at the Princeton Club, to which event I
invited Mom. The theme of the speech was coping with advancing age; and after I
finished my prepared remarks, I opened it up to comments from the audience. One
after another guy stood up to complain about something – a loss of hearing, aching
joints, poor eyesight for night driving, etc. Then I saw Mom waving her arm to
participate. “Forget it, Mom,” I said, “this is for the guys.” “No, no,” they chanted, “let
her speak.” So, reluctantly, I gave Mom the nod. She rose to her feet, surveyed the
room, and began a series of remarks belittling our complaints with this opening line:
“To me, you’re all children!”
That became one of her pet phrases as she grew older. When she was over
100, I brought a woman from my senior singalong group up to my mother’s
apartment. The woman proudly announced that she had just turned 90. Mom looked
at her with a slightly bored expression and said, “You’re just a child.”
I found it interesting that for so many years Mom was fiercely protective of
her age, and would grow furious if she thought I had let anyone know how old she
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was. If someone asked Marcy about her age, she would reply with relish, “I’m as old
as my little pinky,” waggling her fifth finger at the inquirer.
Once I took her to the hospital for some tests, but had to make a call while
she was being checked in. Upon returning, I looked at the nurse’s computer screen
and noticed she had inserted a birthdate for Mom of 1917. Assuming it was a clerical
mistake, I corrected it, and then went over to tell Mom. “They got the birthdate
wrong and put ‘1917’ instead of ‘1907’ ” – to which she replied with vigor, “They
don’t have to know how old I am . . .” – at which point, I realized this was no clerical
error.
And then, as she neared the century mark, her age slowly turned into a badge
of honor. One day I was receiving a community award for leading the senior citizen
singalong at Goddard Riverside, and had invited Mom to the ceremony. In my
acceptance remarks, I paid tribute to her as the woman who had started me on the
piano and made me practice as a boy, concluding with, “And I know she’ll kill me for
saying it, but Mom, who’s sitting right over there, will be turning 100 this
Christmas.” At that point, the entire room of several hundred people stood up and
applauded her with great vigor. When I returned to our table, a little worried about
how Mom would react to my disclosure of her age, she smiled sweetly and said, “Did
you ever get a standing ovation?”
From then on, I would hear her asking people, “Do you know how old I am?”
She would often say to younger folk, “It’s nothing to be 100, and I’m sure you’ll get
there too” – but I think she was very proud of it, and my guess is she privately
doubted that many others would match her record.
Shortly before her passing, I saw an article in a Harvard magazine that
named the ten oldest living graduates of the countless thousands of Harvard and
Radcliffe alumni. Only one was older than Mom – and who knows what condition he
was in. No matter how she played down her longevity, she was unique.
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***
When Mom turned 100 in 2007,
we had a big party to celebrate the
major occasion. Here are some excerpts
from my talk at the time, which not only
summed up how she was then, but for
additional years to come.
“It’s not just that she’s arrived at
this chronological milestone – it’s that
she has gotten there with so many of
her faculties in good shape. Let me
Mom at 100 with four generations

count the ways:

“Mom’s senses – eyes, ears, taste buds, sniffing ability – are all intact.
“She still cares about her appearance, and (as you can see tonight) gets
herself up in fine taste for occasions like this.
“She expresses herself clearly and at times, quite forcibly.
“She has retained her excellent sense of humor.
“Mom is secure in her faith and comforted by it. If she is apprehensive about
the future (and I doubt she is), she never shows it to those around her.
“She remembers events and people from many years back with remarkable
clarity while bemoaning the inescapable fact that so many of her relatives and
friends have predeceased her.
“Mom still cares deeply about things – both in her own world and with
regard to what’s going on in the world at large (which she keeps current on). And
although her outdoor excursions have become less numerous, she still fills me in on
the weather and various forces of nature – and not just in New York. If there’s a
forest fire or earthquake tremor anywhere in Tom’s home state of California, you
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can bet Mom’s right on top of it. And when Erik lived in Colorado, I used to get a
daily winter briefing on snow conditions in the Rockies.
“She stays up into the wee hours every evening. Most days I call her at
midnight, and she has to turn down the TV volume to talk to me.
“She feels frustrated by her inability to get around as well as she used to, and
the need to rely on others for locomotion. What she really wants to do – and has
expressed to me on numerous occasions – is drive one of those motorized scooters
around the New York City streets, and she gets mad at me for vetoing the idea.
“Mom holds views on a number of matters, and these tend not to be in the
center. Something or someone is terrific, or it or he is terrible. Age has not
transmuted these black and whites into more docile shades of gray.
“Down though the years, I would sometimes ask Mom how she felt about
aging, and whether she had any advice for the rest of us on the subject. One day,
some years back, Mom gave me a quote from General Douglas MacArthur that she
had found, and said it neatly summed up how she felt on the subject of growing old.
Here it is:
‘People grow old only by deserting their ideals. Years may wrinkle the
skin, but to give up interest wrinkles the soul…. You are as young as your
faith, as old as your doubt, as young as your self-confidence, as old as your
fear, as young as your hope, as old as your despair. In the central place of
every heart there is a recording chamber; so long as it receives messages of
beauty, hope, cheer and courage, so long are you young. When… your heart is
covered with the snows of pessimism and the ice of cynicism, then and only
then are you grown old – and then indeed, as the ballad says, you just fade
away’.”
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On her 100th birthday, Mom had not faded away one bit.
Here’s an excerpt from what Mom then said to the assemblage on that
occasion: “Yes, I’ve been around for 100 years, and really, it’s not that remarkable. I
have never felt that numbers were accountable for my stability, my capability or my
longevity. God is what really matters – not numbers. I really have been blessed . . .
and as the saying goes, I’m still here.”
Mom really took to being a
great-grandmother, although she
didn’t let anyone call her “Grandma”
– it was always “Marcy.” (And she
didn’t want them calling me
“Grandpa” either, so she coined the
name they’ve always used, “Jimpa”.)
When Delilah and Paige were
infants, she cuddled each of them in
her arms and sang her favorite
lullaby (the one she had sung to me
as a baby, and then to each of my

Mom with Paige and Delilah

sons): “Lula, lula, lula, lula, bye-bye /

In your mommy’s arms be creepin’ / And soon you’ll be a-sleepin’, lula / lula, lula,
lula, lula, bye.” She encouraged Delilah’s artistic and dramatic efforts, reveled in
Paige’s dancing and exercise routines – and the girls had a rare chance to absorb
some great-grandmotherly wisdom.
When I was turning 75 and Mom was 101, she became enamored of Bert
Bacharach and Hal David’s song, What the World Needs Now is Love. At my birthday
party, she sang it solo and then got everyone to join in – insisting that the message
was “so appropriate for our times that it should be heard everywhere”: “What the
world needs now / is love, sweet love / It’s the only thing / that there’s just too little
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of / What the world needs now / is love, sweet love / No, not just for some / but for
everyone.” I daresay that no one who was in attendance will ever forget that
moment.
No matter how she might have been feeling in the preceding days, Mom
invariably rose to the occasion when she knew a party was coming up. She would
take pains to get ready for it cosmetically, citing her usual couplet: “A little powder /
a little paint / makes you look like / what you ain’t.” She retained her fine sense of
style and would pick out attractive outfits. She was always the first to arrive at the
party and the last to depart.
Her appetite remained strong until near the end. She would express
yearnings for steak or lobster or crab legs, and we’d bring them over. Often I’d pick
up a dozen oysters and some clams at Citarella, and the two of us would have a feast
together in her dining room.
In her latter years, Mom received marvelous support, assistance and love
from four wonderful caregivers – Remy, Angella, Jane, and Jane’s daughter Ari – and
Mom developed a warm relationship with each one of them. I owe them limitless
gratitude. I’m also very appreciative for the splendid efforts on Mom’s behalf over
many years by our housekeeper, Gloria; by my former secretary, Ann Leyden, who
spent long hours compiling Mom’s specific wishes for when she’d no longer be with
us; and by my associate, Raymond, who handled all her mail and administered her
financial affairs so capably for her final decade.
***
After the excitement of Mom’s 100th birthday, I realized she needed a new
goal to shoot for. 101 was obvious but insufficiently ambitious, and other
possibilities didn’t resonate. And so the aggressive quest to attain 105 came into
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focus. I read her the line in the lyric of that inspirational song for seniors, Young at
Heart, that goes:
“And if you should survive to a hundred and five,
Look at all you’ll derive out of being alive….”
I told her that the lyricist was probably using 105 to reflect an absurd span of
years that no one could even consider attaining, and I said, “Let’s fool everybody and
have you actually do it.” She liked the concept and memorized the line; and as the
years went by, we’d often recite it to each other. When the big day finally came, my
baritone friend Dick Fabrizio and all those assembled for the occasion sang the
words to Mom with gusto; and a broad grin broke out on her face, as she reflected
with real satisfaction on her accomplishment.
The relentlessness I previously alluded to remained part of Marcy’s package
as a centenarian. When she asked you to do something, she would ask again the next
time you showed up, and then again – and any hope you harbored of her forgetting
about it was slim indeed. The woman stayed focused.
I remember once when Tom and I were with Mom (who was in her 100’s),
and the talk turned to Tom’s musical career, in which she always took a special
interest. This evening, though, she was giving Tom a hard time about the need for
him to hire a manager. “Marcy, I have a manager . . .” said Tom, but that didn’t slow
her down a bit – she kept going on about what he should be doing in this area; and I
could see that Tom was getting uncomfortable. I decided to ride to the rescue with a
recent development.
“Mom,” I said, “I’ve got good news for you! I just resolved one of those
mediations I’ve been wrestling with for weeks.” She had been taking a real interest
in my professional activities, and I knew she’d be pleased. “Oh,” she said, “that’s
wonderful! You know, when I talk to God each night, this is something I always pray
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for – that Jim will be able to resolve these disputes he mediates” – at which point she
paused a beat, and then steered back on track “ – and that Tom will get a manager!”
As the years went by, her spirituality continued to increase. I recall one day
in her final year when she spoke to me repeatedly about God and how he was taking
such good care of her. After several minutes of this, I became a trifle vexed and,
having in mind all I was doing to support her, said: “Hey, Mom, God’s great, sure, but
how about me, your son? Don’t I take good care of you also?”
Mom didn’t pause two seconds to reply: “You’re able to take care of me,
because God takes care of you.” Touché.
When Mom was about to turn 105, I obtained gracious letters to her from
President Obama, who wrote that she should “take pride in all you have
accomplished”; from Governor Cuomo, who called her “an extraordinary individual”;
and from Mayor Bloomberg, who said she was “an inspirational role model for us
all.” (She also received fine letters from the two Presidents Bush upon turning 100.)
When the first letter came in from the Governor, a few days before her 105th
birthday, I took it over to her apartment, and did a little gushing.
“Look, Mom, at this wonderful letter from the Governor of New York State.
He talks about your “special milestone”; he applauds your contributions to family,
community and state; he says your longevity inspires everyone you know; he sends
his warmest regards. How about that, Mom – and from Governor Cuomo.”
She looked up at me, a wistful expression on her face, and said, “I wish I liked
the man more . . . .”
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We gave Mom a terrific party for
her 105th birthday. At the end of the
shindig, I interviewed Mom for a video
we were making of the occasion. “How
did you like the party?” I asked. She
replied, “I thought it was the best party I
ever went to. I feel much richer tonight
than I did before.” Then I pressed her on
how it felt to be 105 – did she have any
secrets about her longevity? I cracked
up at her initial response: “Well,” she
said, “it takes a lot of living . . . .” But
then she quickly gave credit where she

Mom at 105

believed it was due: “Everything I ever
wanted I asked God about.”

To the end in 2013, Mom was still living in the same East Side apartment we
moved to in 1947. I visited with her just about every other day, and our
conversations invariably ranged over a wide variety of subjects. And each day upon
my departure, as I began walking out her bedroom door – no matter how tired or
uncomfortable she may have felt that day – I heard her intone those familiar words,
loud and clear, “Stand up straight! Head up! Shoulders back!”
During my frequent sessions with Mom, I would often read aloud her favorite
passages from the Bible, as well as the words of hymns from the Christian Science
Hymnal. One of her favorite passages, that she always directed specifically at me,
was from Isaiah:
“For unto us a child is born, unto us a son is given: and the
government shall be upon his shoulder: and his name shall be called
wonderful, counselor –”
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At which point she would interrupt me to point out that “counselor” was really just
another name for “lawyer.”
Other favorite biblical passages appeared to be her own preparation for what
was to come. For instance, there were these lines from John:
“In my Father’s house are many mansions: if it were not so, I would
have told you. I go to prepare a place for you. And if I go and prepare a
place for you, I will come again, and receive you unto myself; that
where I am, there ye may be also.”
And these lines from hymn 148:
“Green pastures are before me / which yet I have not seen / Bright
skies will soon be o’er me / where darkest clouds have been / my
hope I cannot measure / my path in life is free / my Father has my
treasure / and he will walk with me.”
And finally, hymn 64, “From Sense to Soul”, whose final six words she loved to
repeat back to me after I’d read them – an image that gave voice to her sense of what
lay ahead:
“The way leads upward and its goal draws nearer / thought soars
enraptured, fetterless and free / The vision infinite to me grows
clearer / I touch the fringes of eternity.”
As for me, I’ll close this section with the image I choose to hang onto – a
comforting vision in an extended metaphor. It’s something I heard years ago at a
friend’s funeral and then at Barbro’s memorial service. The author is Henry Van
Dyke and it’s called “Gone From My Sight.” Here’s how it goes:
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I am standing upon the seashore
A ship, at my side, spreads her white sails to the morning breeze
and starts for the blue ocean.
She is an object of beauty and strength.
I stand and watch her until, at length,
she hangs like a speck of white cloud
just where the sea and sky come to mingle with each other.
Then someone at my side says, “There, she is gone.”
Gone where?
Gone from my sight. That is all.
She is just as large in mast, hull and spar
as she was when she left my side,
And she is just as able to bear her load of living freight
to her destined port.
Her diminished size is in me – not in her.
And, just at the moment when someone says,
“There, she is gone,”
there are other eyes watching her coming,
and other voices ready to take up the glad shout,
“Here she comes!”
I loved you, Mom – and I’m sure those “other eyes” and “other voices” do too.
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